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printed the story with appropriate comment, mentioning
the captain's name.
Whopper stories were sent to the desks of "Watson and
Early at the rate of nearly one hundred a day over a period
of many weeks. The official newspaper published all that
could be proved whoppers. It seemed that the boys who had
returned could tell the gullible folk at home anything and get
away with it.
These Rhineland days were somewhat dull for retired war
correspondents. The problem of "making" news on occasion
was diverting and to this end I set forth one morning in
uniform and in a military car with a uniformed soldier chauf-
feur to explore what lay beyond the bridge-head in unoccupied
Germany. I was accompanied by Marguerite Harrison, well-
known correspondent, then a visitor to the bridge-head. Our
first objective was Mannheim, a German industrial city where
we found to our surprise the local Spartacus or rebel troops
having a slight brush with a garrison of Saxons occupying
the town. We were all right until we reached the Rathaus
Square where our car ran flush into barbed wire entangle-
ments. Some machine-gun fire conveniently broke out to
lend color to the situation. When the opposing factions en-
sconced in buildings and barricades on opposite sides of the
square finished firing at one another, we were put under ar-
rest as undesirable aliens.
A tall and very hard-boiled Saxon officer sought to know
the meaning of an American military automobile appearing
so brusquely upon the scene and I left it to Mrs. Harrison to
do the explaining with her very excellent command of Ger-
man. She related that we were in search of color in unoccupied
Germany and the officer stiffened. It was only when she in-
voked the memory of a dear old German grandmother that
our Saxon began to warm up and was eventually able to con-

